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Double Patenting Applies With Distinct Inventive Entities
In In Re Jeffrey Hubbell, Appeal No. 2011-1547, the Federal Circuit affirmed the Board’s rejection of the claims at issue 
for obviousness-type double patenting. 

The Board rejected Appellant Hubbell’s ’509 patent application, citing the ’685 patent and finding obviousness-type 
double patenting. Hubbell was the first named inventor on the ’509 application (with two other inventors) and on the ’685 
patent (with one other inventor).  The patent and application had different owners. 

Hubbell argued that obviousness-type double patenting did not apply because the application and the cited patent were 
not commonly owned and lacked identical inventive entities. The Federal Circuit rejected this argument, relying on the 
justifications for the doctrine in its prior case law and language in the MPEP.  

Addressing the common ownership argument, the Federal Circuit recognized that the doctrine of obviousness-type 
double patenting was designed to “prevent claims in separate applications or patents that do not recite the ‘same’ 
invention, but nonetheless claim inventions so alike that granting both exclusive rights would effectively extend the life 
of the patent protection.”  However, the doctrine also serves a second purpose, namely, preventing multiple infringement 
suits by different assignees asserting essentially the same patented invention.  The court found that the second purpose 
was particularly pertinent in cases where the application and the conflicting patent are not commonly owned.  The 
Federal Circuit also held that a terminal disclaimer was not available to overcome the double patenting rejection because 
it would not alleviate this risk.

Regarding the distinct inventive entities of the patent and application, the court found that the plain language of the 
MPEP allowed the doctrine of obviousness-type double patenting to be applied to an application by “a different inventive 
entity having a common inventor.”  It also found no principled basis for distinguishing between a partial and complete 
overlap of inventors.

Inducement Judgment Remanded in Light of Akamai
In Aristocrat Techs. Austl. Pty Ltd. v. Int’l Game Tech., Appeal No. 10-1426, the Federal Circuit affirmed the district 
court’s claim constructions and its ruling on direct infringement, and vacated and remanded the district court’s ruling on 
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indirect infringement.

Aristocrat sued International Game Technology (“IGT”) for direct and indirect infringement of patents relating to gaming 
machines.  The district court granted IGT’s motion for summary judgment of noninfringement, explaining that Aristocrat’s 
claims require two separate actors.  The district court also indicated in a footnote that indirect infringement requires a 
finding that some party amongst the accused actors has committed the entire act of direct infringement.

The Federal Circuit affirmed the district court that no single actor performs all of the steps of the claimed method.  
However, in light of its recent Akamai decision, the Federal Circuit vacated and remanded the summary judgment as 
it related to indirect infringement.  Akamai states that “[a] party who knowingly induces others to engage in acts that 
collectively practice the steps of the patented method – and those others perform those acts – has had precisely the 
same impact on the patentee as a party who induces the same infringement by a single direct infringer.”  While the 
Federal Circuit expressed no opinion on the merits of Aristocrat’s indirect infringement position, it found that Aristocrat 
deserved the opportunity to pursue its indirect infringement theory with the benefit of Akamai’s clarification regarding 
inducement.

First Sale Doctrine Applies to Sales Made Abroad
In Kirtsaeng, dba Bluechristine99 v. John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 568 U.S. __ (2013), the Supreme Court reversed the 
Second Circuit’s denial of a ‘first-sale’ defense to copyright infringement for copies of a copyrighted work lawfully made 
abroad.

The Supreme Court addressed “whether the ‘first sale’ doctrine applies to protect a buyer or other lawful owner of a copy 
(of a copyrighted work) lawfully manufactured abroad.”  The petitioner purchased textbooks overseas (at a lower price 
than was available in the U.S.) and then resold them in the U.S.  A split panel of the Second Circuit affirmed the district 
court’s ruling that the “first sale” defense did not apply to goods manufactured abroad.  The lower courts’ decisions were 
based on Quality King Distributors, Inc. v. L’anza Research Int’l, Inc., 523 U. S. 135 (1998), which held that a copyright 
owner’s right to control importation under §602(a)(1) is a component of the distribution right set forth in §106(3) and is 
therefore subject to §109(a)’s codification of the first sale doctrine.

The Supreme Court reversed the lower courts, holding that the “first sale” doctrine does apply to copies of a copyrighted 
work lawfully made abroad.  Distinguishing the present case from Quality King, the Court noted that the works in Quality 
King were initially manufactured in the United States while the works here were manufactured abroad.  In parsing the 
statutory language of the “first sale” provision, the Court stated that “‘lawfully made under this title’ means made ‘in 
accordance with’ or ‘in compliance with’ the Copyright Act. The language of §109(a) says nothing about geography.”  
The Court cited linguistic difficulties with the statute, uncertainty regarding the Copyright Act’s future applicability, the 
historical and contemporary statutory context, and the practical implications for libraries, booksellers, museums, and 
other retailers if a geographic limitation were implied.

http://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/12pdf/11-697_d1o2.pdf
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Over 95% of our litigators hold technical degrees, including electrical engineering, computer science, mechanical engineering, chemistry, chemical 
engineering, biochemistry, biology, and physics.  Many of our litigators are former Federal Circuit or district court clerks. With eight offices, Knobbe 
Martens represents clients in all areas of intellectual property law.
•  Exclusive practice in the area of intellectual property since 1962  
•   More than 250 lawyers, many of whom have advanced degrees in various technologies
•   Internationally recognized leaders in IP across a vast spectrum of technology areas
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